Introduction

Scleroderma is defined as an auto-immune condition characterized by the presence of skin thickening proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joints, with involvement of the fingers, fingertips. Scleroderma may also cause telangiectasia, abnormal nailfold capillaries, interstitial lung disease, pulmonary arterial hypertension, and Raynaud’s phenomenon.

The condition usually affects young women and may cause severe disability and suffering (1,2). The clinical picture is heterogeneous with abnormal deposition of collagen in the skin and other organs leading to multiple organ dysfunction. In many cases, it behaves as a progressive disease that may be life threatening. Antibodies to nuclear antibodies and inflammatory lymphocytic infiltration are early findings that develop in this disease (3,4). It is unclear how the vascular changes, the antibodies, and fibrosis are connected. The fibrosis unfortunately is irreversible. Significant mortality secondary to pulmonary, cardiac, renal, or gastrointestinal disease culminate the disability. The skin fibrosis can be severe enough to affect mobility and ambulation. The mortality at 5 years is about 30–58%, depending on the clinical features (5,6).

The mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been shown to portray immune regulatory properties that make them good potential agents to treat autoimmune conditions. MSCs express low levels of the major histocompatibility complex I, and do not express MHC II or co-stimulatory molecules like B7-1, B7-2, or CD40 (7,8). MSC have been shown to be immunosuppressive through several mechanisms including inhibition of the immune T-cells and antigen presenting cells and through paracrine mechanisms allowing them to reset the immune microenvironment (9,10). In reality the MSCs expanded in culture from different sources are a heterogeneous mixture of cells (11,12). MSCs likely exert most of their effects by paracrine effects through a number of cytokines and growth factors packaged into their microvesicles. This results in inhibition of the B- and T-cells, monocyte maturation along with other well documented effects (13,14). The safety of the allogeneic MSCs have been clearly established through several published clinical trials given intravenously, intrathecally, intracisternally, or locally depending on the disease being treated (15,16). Allo-MSCs
have been granted approval in Canada and New Zealand for the treatment of steroid refractory Graft vs Host disease in children (Prochymal), as well as in South Korea (under the name Hearticellgram-AMI) (17,18).

Rituximab, on the other hand, have been shown also to result in good responses when compared with matched controls in diseases like scleroderma. Evidence shows that it may induce improved skin manifestations and prevention of further decline of the Forced Vital Capacity in affected patients with a good safety profile (19).

**Patients and methods**

Both patients had their disease confirmed by at least two rheumatologists. The procedures were fully explained and approved by the hospital ethical committee. All patients signed written informed consent. Umbilical cords (UCs) were used as a source of the allogenic MSCs. The UCs were processed within 2 h of delivery. The cords were disinfected with 70% alcohol then washed thoroughly with saline then digested mechanically and enzymatically with collagenase I under sterile conditions. The digested material was harvested and suspended in the growth medium. The pellets were counted using Trypan Blue stain after 16 and 40 h. The digested tissues were placed in 6-well plates and cultured in alpha modified Eagle’s medium (α-MEM) (Sigma, Germany), supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma, Germany), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin and 1 µg/mL amphoterin B (Lonza, Belgium). The culture plate was placed in an incubator with saturated humidity at 5% CO₂, at 37 °C.

The medium used was changed twice weekly once 80% confluence was reached. The cells were detached with trypsin, counted, and seeded in vented polystyrene tissue culture flask (Corning, USA) until passage 4. Finally, the cells were detached, counted, and washed then re-suspended in the infusion solution (20).

The 2 patients underwent 4 sessions of plasmapheresis first, followed by 1 g of rituximab then stem cell infusion intravenously. The MSCs were used at 2 million cells/kg, infused intravenously. The clinical assessment tool of the European Scleroderma Study Group (EsSG) activity index was used to assess the patients before and after treatment. The 2 patients were aged 28 and 30 years respectively. Both patients had received the recommended standards of care before referral. Patients’ characteristics are detailed in Table 1.

**Results**

Both patients experienced normalization of their pulmonary pressures as assessed by echocardiography.

Symptomatically, the first patient was suffering mostly from severe dyspnea upon walking 20 m or less due to the pulmonary and cardiac problems mentioned in Table 1. She was also suffering from severe hand and finger scleroderma skin contracture to the point of being unable to hold a cup or feed herself properly holding a spoon or a fork. She was also having joint pain and pain due to Reynaulds phenomenon. Post-therapy, she reported “I got my freedom back”. Her symptoms improved to where she could walk slowly for over 100 m without having to stop even when going upstairs. She became able to fold her fingers more than halfway, hold a spoon to feed herself and hold a cup to drink. Her feeling of independence felt like “her whole life changed to the better”.

On the Echocardiogram, her pericardial effusion resolved and her pulmonary pressures normalized.

The second patient had similar dyspnea on mild exertion for less than 20 m before the treatment; she had difficulty with joint movement especially going upstairs and had

| Table 1 Variables of SScl disease activity index at presentation |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Variables        | Patient 1        | Patient 2        |
| Age at presentation | 28              | 30              |
| Modified Rodnan skin score | 30              | 23              |
| Scleroderma skin aspect | Yes             | Yes             |
| Skin manifestation changes | Yes             | Yes             |
| Digital necrosis | Yes**            | No              |
| Raynaud’s        | Yes**            | Yes             |
| Arthritis        | No               | Yes             |
| DLCO disturbances less than 80% | Yes**          | Yes**           |
| Pulmonary artery hypertension | Yes           | Yes             |
| Lung fibrosis stage | 4               | 0               |
| Heart manifestations | Yes**           | Yes             |
| ESR >30          | Yes**            | Yes             |
| Hypocomplementemia | Yes             | No              |

**, pericarditis in both patients. SScl, Systemic Sclerosis or Scleroderma; DLCO, diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
significant joint pain. Post treatment, she experienced significant relief of her pain and resolution of her pulmonary hypertension by echocardiography. Her motility and ability to exert became “normal” by her account. The relief of her arthritis and Reynaulds phenomenon pain was very significant for her quality of life that she went back to her work as a nurse.

Both patients received a second dose of Allo-MSCs after their symptoms started to progress again but no pulmonary pressure deterioration was noted. The second treatments did not include plasmapheresis or rituximab. Both patients experienced again improvement of their mobility and function (Table 2).

### Discussion

MSCs are believed to act without causing any immune reaction even when given in an allogeneic manner. This idea simulates putting a natural, immune modifying factory that may possibly reset the immune system and reboot it (15,16). Our 2 cases had aggressive, refractory, and debilitating scleroderma that reached a level of irreversible progression. They both benefited from a combination of immunotherapeutic modalities including plasma exchange, rituximab and stem cell therapy. The improvement in their symptoms was especially significant for the resolution of pain, more mobility, less fatigue and dyspnea on mild exertion, and above all more freedom to do what they like.

MSCs were used in both patients when the disease progressed again after the initial protocol. The overall improvement was significant with reduced EsSG activity index as a quantification method. This improvement was also reported subjectively by the patients as improved mobility, function, and quality of life. We believe that the MSCs probably worked through immune modulation to balance the perturbed cytokine and growth factor soup in scleroderma, adjust the immune cellular balance, abate the ongoing fibrosis in scleroderma and therefore changed the course of the disease.

Stem cell therapy is not ready for use on every patient with scleroderma but there are reasons to believe that it is possibly effective where there is indeed no hope to offer. Future large scale studies can bring more scientific evidence to further improve this approach and fulfill the unmet needs to treat advanced scleroderma patients.
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### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EsSG activity index</th>
<th>Patient 1</th>
<th>Patient 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score at baseline</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 1 year of treatment</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stem cell treatments</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of improvement following therapy</td>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>16 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EsSG, European Scleroderma Study Group; SScl, Systemic Sclerosis or Scleroderma; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell.
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